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Yale University Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Subverting Exclusion:
Transpacific Encounters with Race, Caste, and Borders, 1885-1928, Andrea Geiger, The Japanese
immigrants who arrived in the North American West in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries included people with historical ties to Japan's outcaste communities. In the only Englishlanguage book on the subject, Andrea Geiger examines the history of these and other Japanese
immigrants in the United States and Canada and their encounters with two separate cultures of
exclusion, one based in caste and the other in race. Geiger reveals that the experiences of Japanese
immigrants in North America were shaped in part by attitudes rooted in Japan's formal status
system, mibunsei, decades after it was formally abolished. In the North American West, however, the
immigrants' understanding of social status as caste-based collided with American and Canadian
perceptions of status as primarily race-based. Geiger shows how the lingering influence of Japan's
strict status system affected immigrants' perceptions and understandings of race in North America
and informed their strategic responses to two increasingly complex systems of race-based
exclusionary law and policy.
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Reviews
Basically no terms to explain. I have read and so i am certain that i will gonna go through once again once more in the future. I realized this ebook from
my dad and i encouraged this book to discover.
-- For est Little
It becomes an awesome publication that I actually have actually read. It really is writter in simple terms and not di icult to understand. Once you begin to
read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ta lia Cor mier
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